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About This Game

Short story of the farmer Bob. As on a sunny day,at his beloved farm began to arrive alive deads. As on this day, he seriously
took up the defense of his territory.

Defend the farm, destroy the incoming waves of amusing zombies using dexterity, tactics, and three types of weapons (pistol,
rifle, automatic rifle). And show these stinkers who is the master of the house.
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Haven't played any Jigsaw puzzle games on my computer, this is my first one.

Really not much to say, it's Jigsaw puzzles.

There are many difficultys to choose from, various languages and many images. Overall I like this, very relaxing. I was loving
playing this. Managed to progress to level 15 and was close to level 16 which you can start catching Marlin.
I was playing over two computers using steam sync, but all of a sudden I am now on level 13. Just checked on both computers
and its the same

Level 13 to 16 takes a lot of graft as does the 20,000 credits I lost. Also a bunch of personal bests.
Not playable in its current state unless you want to keep doing the same thing over.

. Haven't played much, but I am sold on the Macross experience.. By far my favourite DLC to come out for total war, disregard
what everyone is saying this culture pack stands alone as it allows you to play as 3 different factions that have a far different feel
then what was originally attended for the rest of the game and is a game of its own. In this Celtic package you play an alternate
role in the side story to Attila total War. Allowing you to raid and plunder the Western Roman Empire with little fear, of
Attila\u2019s wrought. I found this game exceptionally fine playing as the Irish this period allowed me to sit back and enjoy a
specialised raiding faction at its peak just 200 years short of its golden age. But allowing the player to experience the best of
Celtic vengeance. This was by far one of my favourite total war experiences of all time, as I re-expanded a new Celtic Empire,
shaped by my own hands. Do not take on the opinions, of people that have not played this DLC and were so quick to judge,
fearful that CA were secretly in their cupboards plotting to steal them and their home. I Advise you to go off and make your
own opinion of this exceptionally perfect DLC. Which has given me hours of enjoyment.. This is what I was looking for. As far
as people giving thumbs down because of DLC get over it because it is here to stay.. She said ''I love you...''
And I said ''u ugly''

Her Father killed me. The END.

10/10. Absolutely wortlhless,

Broadcaster edition DOESN'T WORK when using a dj CONTROLLER.
might aswell use winamp for free.
They should be ashamed for asking money,
steam should inform their customers better about the programs' features on the
store page.. Web Browser game. I bought this game hoping for a trip through the existential quandries in my mind (from the
description it seemed it would be just that). The problem is, the timing is so forced, and the game is so disjointed and random
that the message can be totally lost. I really, really want to like it, but there's just nothing in it that leads you down the path I was
hoping to find myself on, and that's a really unfortunate let down.... This game... does stuff to my body...
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The first and the middle part was amazing but the last part was very diappointed and facing a ton of bugs. I would recommend
this game because of the environment and The thai culture relate to the ghost story were very rich in this game. This game is
definitely not for everyone.

The game itself is much more about character interactions and narrative than mechanics. Don't come to this game looking for
deep or interesting combat\u2014what it has is bumping into enemies. It does have interesting character moments, though, and it
shows a lot of heart. It appears to me that the developer put a lot of effort into making it.

Positives:
\u2022 Interesting character interactions.
\u2022 I've only played it once, so I can't confirm this, but there are numerous decision points that feel significant.
\u2022 Detailed and varied environments.
\u2022 A built in system to help the player identify important locations if they get stuck. This is a real frustration saver!
\u2022 Some self-aware humor.

Facts:
\u2022 The game follows a very directed path. The story itself doesn't feel linear, but the gameplay does.
\u2022 The setting is a space ship and several (very visually different) planets.

Negatives
\u2022 Too much inventory management. There are two important equipment categories\u2014keys and tools\u2014that you
have to frequently navigate through several menus in order to change which ones you have equipped. You must do this with
regularity.
\u2022 It can often be difficult to determine what terrain elements are passable and which aren't.

Overall, I enjoyed the game and feel that it is at a very fair price point.. This game is a very nice surprise.

Usually, Sega gameplay are somehow clumsy, but this one is a very good game, as it really translate very well the W40K
universe, and its superstars, the space marines.

You will play as one of them, the Captain Titus of teh Ultramarines.

The campaign is very good, with a good narrative a lot of chapters (17), most of them playing flawlessly.

The level design a quite linear, but it serves the purpose of focusing on the combat, and to this regard, it is a pure success.
Combats are swift, violent and gory, with some nice executions hand to hands, depending on the weapon you have.

The musics are also nice, as they feel epic, which only strengthen the unic atmosphere of the game.

To date, I consider this game as the best experience I had with the W40K universe (better than Dawn of war, but it's also
another type of game).

I definitely recommend it!. Halfling that tosses chickens. All you need to know.. Disclaimer: Played with mouse & keyboard.

Control system just doesnt work for this sort of game. Completely ruins the game, may as well be playing with oven mits on,
imagine Dark Souls where u cant dodge but have to slowly rotate your camera to change direction.

This game showcases why Dark Souls 2&3, Bloodbourne. Nioh which all play from a similar camera angle (3rd Person\/Behind)
have target locking and sidestep\/dodge abilties.

Sorry but games like this are meant to be played on a knife edge where quick and correct reactions are the cornerstone of
gameplay. having to turn my camera 45 degress and then slowly waddle (no dash or sprint available) out of a poision bubble just
doesnt feel like reactive gameplay to me.

Combat just feels clunky and akward. if this game apeals to you, Don't buy it unless its reworked - buy either of the 3 games
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mentioned earler (3rd Person Camer) or pickup hollowknight (2D Platformer), Asura (isometric diablo-esque camera) or
binding of isaac (top down camera) instead

Now im gunna apply for a refund. cant say if the game would play better on an xbox controller. what ive seen sofar didnt
interest me enough to find out.. This game ruined my day. But it was enjoyable and fun to play for $1.40. Just a cheap knock off
of World of Warcraft. You might as well just get that.. I thought it was going to be like Battle Brothers. Horribly painfully
wrong.. I have the ios vision of this game.I like this game but there is something I cant tolerate even for single player:
1.There was riverwalker and shapeshifter rule update a long time ago..but there is still the oldest vision of rules which make
these 2 too powerful
2.The Chinese vision is so bad, the word is so small in the ice and fire expasion.
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